
Connect Laterals and Main Lines with Ease
Springfield Plastics, Inc. 4” tap tee has revolutionized the process of connecting submains 
and laterals to the agriculture main. The tap tee saves time and money for contractors. By 
using a hole saw to drill into the side wall of the main line of the pipe. A push and turn 
method is used to lock the tap tee in place. The contractor no longer has to worry about 
tap tees popping out once the SPI fitting is locked in place.

Springfield Plastics is the only US certified manufacturer of drainage pipe and corresponding 
fittings made with 100% virgin resign, thereby offering the highest degree of durability 

available in the drainage market.

4” Locking Tap Tee

View our video at 
https://youtu.be/23jH1ItSzH4www.spipipe.com

 4” Tap Tee
Product Size Description

4606 4” Short (6”/8”)

4608 4” Long (10”/12”)



4” Tap Tee Installation:
First drill a hole in the main line with a 4” hole saw. For 6”, 8”, and 10” mains this hole 
should be centered in the valley of the pipe. When connecting to 12” pipe the hole should 
be drilled in the center of a corrugation.

The tap tee should be started in the drilled 
hole with the START-TOP marking straight up.

While resting the bottom lip on the cut 
hole, start the top and sides inside the hole. 
If the bottom slips off the edge of the hole, 
start over by placing only the bottom lip of 

the fitting on the hole.

To start installation, rest the bottom lip of 
the fitting on the bottom edge of the hole. 
(Approximately 1/8” of the fitting should 

rest on the cut hole)

Once all edges are started in the hole, 
push the fitting into the hole while twisting 
at the same time. If you do not push the 
fitting into the hole evenly one edge may 
slip out. (Usually it is the bottom edge that 

falls off) Twist the fitting until the 3 date 
code dials are on top.
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First drill a hole in the main line with a 4” hole saw.  For 6”, 8”, and 10” mains this hole should be centered in the 
valley of the pipe.  When connecting to 12” pipe the hole should be drilled in the center of a corrugation. 

The tap tee should be started in the drilled hole with 
the START-TOP marking straight up. 

To start installation, rest the bottom lip of the fitting 
on the bottom edge of the hole.  (Approximately ⅛” of 
the fitting should rest on the cut hole) 

While resting the bottom lip on the cut hole, start the 
top and sides inside the hole.  If the bottom slips off 
the edge of the hole, start over by placing only the 
bottom lip of the fitting on the hole. 

Once all edges are started in the hole, push the fitting 
into the hole while twisting at the same time. If you do 
not push the fitting into the hole evenly one edge may 
slip out. (usually it is the bottom edge that falls off)  
Twist the fitting until the 3 date code dials are on top. 

STEP 1: 

STEP 3: 

STEP 2: 

STEP 4: 

PROTOTYPE: 4” Tap Tee 
Springfield Plastics is developing what will be the #1 tap tee on the market. This is a prototype version which we 
have produced and are evaluating for further improvements. We have listed below these instructions to assist you 
since this tee does not insert like other tees on the market. Your comments are welcome. 

INSTALLATION: 

STEP 1
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First drill a hole in the main line with a 4” hole saw.  For 6”, 8”, and 10” mains this hole should be centered in the 
valley of the pipe.  When connecting to 12” pipe the hole should be drilled in the center of a corrugation. 

The tap tee should be started in the drilled hole with 
the START-TOP marking straight up. 

To start installation, rest the bottom lip of the fitting 
on the bottom edge of the hole.  (Approximately ⅛” of 
the fitting should rest on the cut hole) 

While resting the bottom lip on the cut hole, start the 
top and sides inside the hole.  If the bottom slips off 
the edge of the hole, start over by placing only the 
bottom lip of the fitting on the hole. 

Once all edges are started in the hole, push the fitting 
into the hole while twisting at the same time. If you do 
not push the fitting into the hole evenly one edge may 
slip out. (usually it is the bottom edge that falls off)  
Twist the fitting until the 3 date code dials are on top. 

STEP 1: 

STEP 3: 

STEP 2: 

STEP 4: 

PROTOTYPE: 4” Tap Tee 
Springfield Plastics is developing what will be the #1 tap tee on the market. This is a prototype version which we 
have produced and are evaluating for further improvements. We have listed below these instructions to assist you 
since this tee does not insert like other tees on the market. Your comments are welcome. 

INSTALLATION: 

STEP 3
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First drill a hole in the main line with a 4” hole saw.  For 6”, 8”, and 10” mains this hole should be centered in the 
valley of the pipe.  When connecting to 12” pipe the hole should be drilled in the center of a corrugation. 

The tap tee should be started in the drilled hole with 
the START-TOP marking straight up. 

To start installation, rest the bottom lip of the fitting 
on the bottom edge of the hole.  (Approximately ⅛” of 
the fitting should rest on the cut hole) 

While resting the bottom lip on the cut hole, start the 
top and sides inside the hole.  If the bottom slips off 
the edge of the hole, start over by placing only the 
bottom lip of the fitting on the hole. 

Once all edges are started in the hole, push the fitting 
into the hole while twisting at the same time. If you do 
not push the fitting into the hole evenly one edge may 
slip out. (usually it is the bottom edge that falls off)  
Twist the fitting until the 3 date code dials are on top. 

STEP 1: 

STEP 3: 

STEP 2: 

STEP 4: 

PROTOTYPE: 4” Tap Tee 
Springfield Plastics is developing what will be the #1 tap tee on the market. This is a prototype version which we 
have produced and are evaluating for further improvements. We have listed below these instructions to assist you 
since this tee does not insert like other tees on the market. Your comments are welcome. 

INSTALLATION: 
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First drill a hole in the main line with a 4” hole saw.  For 6”, 8”, and 10” mains this hole should be centered in the 
valley of the pipe.  When connecting to 12” pipe the hole should be drilled in the center of a corrugation. 

The tap tee should be started in the drilled hole with 
the START-TOP marking straight up. 

To start installation, rest the bottom lip of the fitting 
on the bottom edge of the hole.  (Approximately ⅛” of 
the fitting should rest on the cut hole) 

While resting the bottom lip on the cut hole, start the 
top and sides inside the hole.  If the bottom slips off 
the edge of the hole, start over by placing only the 
bottom lip of the fitting on the hole. 

Once all edges are started in the hole, push the fitting 
into the hole while twisting at the same time. If you do 
not push the fitting into the hole evenly one edge may 
slip out. (usually it is the bottom edge that falls off)  
Twist the fitting until the 3 date code dials are on top. 

STEP 1: 

STEP 3: 

STEP 2: 

STEP 4: 

PROTOTYPE: 4” Tap Tee 
Springfield Plastics is developing what will be the #1 tap tee on the market. This is a prototype version which we 
have produced and are evaluating for further improvements. We have listed below these instructions to assist you 
since this tee does not insert like other tees on the market. Your comments are welcome. 
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